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Abstract: In this paper we address the visual servoing of planar robot manipulators with
a fixed–camera configuration. The control goal is to place the robot end-effector over a
desired static target by using a vision system equiped with a fixed camera to ‘see’ the
robot end-effector and target. To achieve this goal we introduce a class of visual servo
state feedback controllers and output (position) feedback controllers provided the camera
orientation is known. For the case of unknown camera orientation a class of adaptive visual
servo controllers is presented. All three classes contain controllers that meet input constraints.
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1. INTRODUCTION

External sensors such as visual systems enlarge the
potential applications of actual robot manipulators
evolving in unstructured environments. Although this
fact has been recognized decades ago, it is until recent
years that its effectiveness has reached the real world
applications thanks to the technological improvement
in cameras and dedicated hardware for image process-
ing (Hashimoto, 1993; Hutchinsonet al., 1996).

This paper deals with a fixed camera configuration
for visual servoing of robot manipulators. Most pre-
vious research has been started with the optics of the
kinematic control where the robot velocity control (in
joint or Cartesian space) is assumed to be computed
in advance, and therefore the robot dynamics can be
neglected (Allenet al., 1993; Casta˜no and Hutchin-
son, 1994; Chaumetteet al., 1991; Espiau, 1993; Fed-

dema et al., 1991; Hageret al., 1995; Nelsonet
al., 1996; Mitsudaet al., 1996). This approach is an
example of a mechanical control system in which a
kinematic model is used for control design, that is,
the velocity of the system is assumed to be a direct
input which can be manipulated. In physical systems,
however, actuators exert forces or torques. This con-
trol philosophy is certainly effective for slow robot
motion but its application is of a limited value when
high speed motions are demanded.
We focus the visual servoing problem from an auto-
matic control point of view by considering the full
robot nonlinear dynamics with the applied torques
as the control actions, and a rigorous stability ana-
lysis is given for an appropriate (adaptive) set point
controller. Also, we are interested in simple control
schemes avoiding the common procedures of camera
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calibration, inversion of the robot Jacobian and com-
putation of the inverse kinematics. Previous efforts in
this subject have been reported in (Coste-Mani`ereet
al., 1995; Kelly, 1996; Kellyet al., 1996; Lei and
Ghosh, 1993; Miyazaki and Masutani, 1990).

The main contributions of our work are extensions of
the results in (Kelly, 1996) to the cases where velocity
measurements are not available and the camera ori-
entation parameter is unknown. The first problem is
solved invoking the (by now) standard ”dirty deriva-
tive” solution. However, the later problem involves a
nonlinearly parametrized adaptive system, –a situation
which is essentially unexplored in the field– hence
special analysis and synthesis tools have to be de-
veloped for its solution. Furthermore, we provide a
simple common framework to design standard propor-
tional or saturated controllers.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. Section 2
contains the problem formulation, preliminaries and
notation. In section 3 we introduce a class of visual
servo controllers which includes the controllers re-
ported in (Coste-Mani`ere et al., 1995; Kelly, 1996;
Kelly et al., 1996). In section 4 we derive a class of
adaptive visual servo controllers in case the camera
orientation is unknown. In section 5 we present a class
of visual servo controllers in case we have no velocity
measurements available. Section 6 contains our con-
cluding remarks.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION, PRELIMINARIES
AND NOTATION

2.1 Robot dynamics

In the absence of friction or other disturbances, the
dynamics of a serial 2–link rigid robot manipulator
can be written as (see e.g. (Ortega and Spong, 1989;
Spong and Vidyasagar, 1989)):

M.q/q̈+C.q; q̇/q̇+ g.q/= − (1)

whereq is the 2× 1 vector of joint displacements,− is
the 2× 1 vector of applied joint torques,M.q/ is the
2× 2 symmetric positive definite manipulator inertia
matrix, C.q; q̇/q̇ is the 2× 1 vector of centripetal
and Coriolis torques, andg.q/ is the 2× 1 vector of
gravitational torques. Two important properties of the
robot dynamic model are the following:

Property 1. (see e.g. (Ortega and Spong, 1989; Spong
and Vidyasagar, 1989)) The time derivative of the
inertia matrix, and the centripetal and Coriolis matrix
satisfy:

q̇T

[
1
2

Ṁ.q/−C.q; q̇/

]
q̇= 0; ∀ q; q̇∈ IR2: (2)

Property 2.(see e.g. (Craig, 1988)). The gravitational
torque vectorg.q/ is bounded for allq ∈ IR2. This
means there exist finite constantski ≥ 0 such that

max
q∈ IR2
||gi.q/|| ≤ ki i = 1;2

wheregi.q/ stands for the elements ofg.q/.

For the purposes of this paper we consider a planar
two degrees of freedom robot arm. For convenience
we define a Cartesian reference frame anywhere in the
robot base.

2.2 Output equation

We consider a fixed CDD camera whose optical axis is
perpendicular to the plane where the robot tip evolves.
The orientation of the camera with respect to the robot
frame is denoted by�.
The image acquired by the camera supplies a two–
dimensional array of brightness values from a three–
dimensional scene. This image may undergo various
types of computer processing to enhance image prop-
erties and extract image features. In this paper we
assume that the image features are the projection into
the 2D image plane of 3D points in the scene space.
The output variabley ∈ IR2 is defined as the position
(in pixels) of the robot tip in the image. The mapping
from the joint positionsq to the outputy involves
a rigid body transformation, a perspective projection
and a linear transformation (Feddemaet al., 1991;
Hutchinsonet al., 1996). The corresponding output
equation has the form (Kelly, 1996)

y= ae−J�[k.q/− #1] + #2 (3)

wherea > 0 and#1, #2 denote intrinsic camera pa-
rameters (scale factors, focal length, center offset),
k : IR2→ IR2 stands for the robot direct kinematics,
and

J =
[

0 −1
1 0

]
:

The direct kinematics yieldṡk= J .q/q̇, whereJ .q/ ∈
IR2×2 is the analytic robot Jacobian. An important
property of this Jacobian is the following (see e.g.
(Spong and Vidyasagar, 1989)):

Property 3. The Jacobian is bounded for allq ∈ IR2,
i.e. there exists a finite constantJM such that

||J .q/|| ≤ JM ∀q ∈ IR2

2.3 Problem formulation

Consider the robotic system (1) together with the out-
put equation (3), where the camera orientation� is
known, but the intrinsic camera parametersa, #1 and
#2 are unknown. Suppose that together with the posi-
tion y of the robot tip in the image also measurements
of the joint positionsq and velocitiesq̇ are available.
Let yd ∈ IR2 be a desired constant position for the
robot tip in the image plane. This corresponds to the
image of a point target which is assumed to be located
strictly inside the robot workspace. Then the control
problem can be stated as to design a control law for the
actuator torques− such that the robot tip reaches, in the
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image supplied on the screen, the target point placed
anywhere in the robot workspace. In other words:

lim
t→∞ y.t/ = yd

Later in this paper the assumption that the camera
orientation� is known will be relaxed, as well as the
assumption that measurements of the joint velocitiesq̇
are available.

To be able to solve the problem formulated above we
make the following assumptions:

Assumption 4.(Problem solvability) There exists a
constant (unknown) vectorqd ∈ IR2 such that

yd = ae−J�[k.qd/− #1] + #2

Assumption 5.(Nonsingularity at the desired con-
figuration) For the (unknown) vectorqd ∈ IR2 it holds
true that

det{J .qd/} 6= 0:

Corollary 6. There exists a neighborhood aroundqd

for which det{J .q/} 6= 0 (by smoothness of the Jaco-
bian).

It is worth noticing that in caseyd corresponds to the
image of a point target located strictly inside the robot
workspace, then Assumptions 4 and 5 are trivially
satisfied. Also, under Assumptions 4 and 5 we have
thatq= qd ∈ IR2 is an isolated solution of

yd = ae−J�[k.q/− #1] + #2 (4)

i.e. there exists a neighborhood aroundqd for which
q= qd is the only solution of (4).

2.4 Notation

Throughout we use the following notation.

Definition 7. Let F n denote the class of continuous
functions f : IRn → IRn for which there exists a
positive definiteF : IRn→ IR such that

f .x/ = f .x1; : : : ; xn/ =


@F
@x1

.x1; : : : ; xn/

...
@F
@xn

.x1; : : : ; xn/

 (5)

and for whichxT f .x/ is a positive definite function.

Definition 8. Let B n denote the class off ∈ F n that
are bounded, i.e the class off ∈ F n for which there
exists a constantfM ∈ IR such that|| f .x/|| ≤ fM for
all x ∈ IRn.

An important property off ∈ F n is the following:

Property 9. Let f ∈ F n. Then f .x/= 0 if and only if
x= 0.

In general it is not easy to verify whether a given
f : IRn→ IRn can be written as the gradient of a ra-
dially unboundedF : IRn→ IR. However, a necessary
condition for continuously differentiablef is that its
Jacobian@ f

@x is symmetric.

It is easy to see that elements ofF n are the functions

f .x/ = K1[ f1.x1/; : : : ; fn.xn/]T

and
f .x/ = K2x

where K1 = KT
1 is a n× n diagonal positive defi-

nite matrix, K2 = KT
2 is a n × n (not necessarily

diagonal) positive definite matrix, andfi are con-
tinuous nondecreasing functions satisfyingfi.0/ = 0
and f ′i .0/ > 0 (i = 1; : : : ; n). By choosing fi .x/ =
tanh.½i x/, fi.x/ = sat.½i x/ or fi.x/ = x

½i+|x| (½i > 0)
we obtain elements ofB n, whereasf .x/ = K2x is an
element ofF n but not ofB n.

Throughout we denote forf ∈ F n by F.x/ the asso-
ciated function of whichf is the gradient (cf. (5)).
Furthermore, we define

q̃= q− qd and ỹ= y− yd:

Sincey is measurable andyd is given,

ỹ= ae−J�.k.q/− k.qd//

can be measured too. However, sinceqd is unknown,
q̃ is notavailable for measurement.

We conclude this section by noticing that sinceqd is
fixed, ˙̃y= ae−J�J .q/q̇ and therefore

Ḟ. ỹ/ = aq̇TJ .q/TeJ� f . ỹ/:

3. A CLASS OF STABLE VISUAL SERVO
CONTROLLERS

In this section we introduce a class of visual servo
controllers which includes those reported in (Coste-
Manièreet al., 1995; Kelly, 1996; Kellyet al., 1996).
Assuming that the camera orientation� is known,
and the full state (q; q̇) is measured, these controllers
ensure local regulation. This is formally stated in the
next

Proposition 10.Consider the system (1) in closed-
loop with the control law

− = g.q/− f1.q̇/− J .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/ (6)

where f1; f2 ∈ F 2. Under Assumptions 4–5 we have

lim
t→∞ ỹ.t/ = lim

t→∞ q̇.t/ = 0

provided the initial conditionṡq.0/ and ỹ.0/ are suf-
ficiently small.

PROOF. Using the control law (6) results in the
closed-loop dynamics

M.q/q̈+C.q; q̇/q̇+ f1.q̇/+ J .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/ = 0 (7)

According to Assumptions 4–5 this equation has an
isolated equilibrium at [qT q̇T]T = [qT

d 0T]T.
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Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

V.q̃; q̇/ = 1
2

q̇T M.q/q̇+ 1
a

F2. ỹ/

which is a (locally) positive definite function.
Along the closed-loop dynamics (7) its time-derivative
becomes, using Property 1:

V̇.q̃; q̇/=−q̇T f1.q̇/− q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/+
+q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/

=−q̇T f1.q̇/ ≤ 0

which is negative semidefinite in the state.q̃; q̇/. Us-
ing LaSalle’s theorem and Corollary 6, for any initial
condition in a small neighborhood of the equilibrium
we have

lim
t→∞ q̇.t/ = lim

t→∞ f2. ỹ.t// = 0

so we can conclude using Property 9:

lim
t→∞ ỹ.t/= 0: 2

Consider the system (1) where we deal with the input
constraints

|−i.t/| ≤ −i;max i = 1;2: (8)

Then we can derive the following

Corollary 11. If −i;max> ki , whereki has been defined
in Property 2, then there existf1; f2 ∈ B 2 such that
the controller (6) meets (8) and in closed-loop with
the system (1) yields

lim
t→∞ ỹ.t/ = 0

provided the initial conditions are sufficiently small.

4. ADAPTIVE VISUAL SERVOING

In this section we consider the case in which, in con-
trast with the previous section, also the camera orien-
tation � is unknown. Still assuming that the full state
.q; q̇/ is available for measurement we introduce a
class of adaptive controllers that ensure local regula-
tion:

Proposition 12.Consider the system (1) in closed-
loop with the control law

− =


g.q/− f1.q̇/− J .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

if q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/ ≥ 0

g.q/− f1.q̇/+ J .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

if q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/ < 0

(9)

where f1; f2 ∈ F 2. We update the parameter�̂ as

˙̂
� = q̇TJ .q/T JeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/ (10)

where > 0 is a constant. Under Assumptions 4–5 we
have, if we definẽ� = �̂− �:

lim
t→∞ ỹ.t/ = lim

t→∞ q̇.t/ = lim
t→∞
˙̃
�.t/ = 0

provided the initial conditionṡq.0/, ỹ.0/ and�̃.0/ are
sufficiently small.

PROOF. Using the control law (9) together with the
parameter update law (10) results in the closed-loop
dynamics

M.q/q̈+C.q; q̇/q̇+ f1.q̇/ = ±J .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/
˙̃
� = q̇TJ .q/T JeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

(11)

where the ’±’ reads as a ’+’ if q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/ ≥ 0
and as a ’−’ if q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/ < 0.
Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

V.q̃; q̇; �̃/= 1
2

q̇TM.q/q̇+ 1
a

F2. ỹ/+ 1

.1−cos�̃/ (12)

which is a (locally) positive definite function.
Along the closed-loop dynamics (11) its time-deriva-
tive becomes, using Property 1:

V̇.q̃; q̇; �̃/=−q̇T f1.q̇/−
∣∣∣q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

∣∣∣+
+q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/+
+sin�̃q̇TJ .q/T JeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

=−q̇T f1.q̇/−
∣∣∣q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

∣∣∣+
+q̇TJ .q/T.e−J�̃ + sin�̃J/eJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

=−q̇T f1.q̇/−
∣∣∣q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

∣∣∣+
+cos�̃q̇TJ .q/TeJ�̂ f2. ỹ/

≤−q̇T f1.q̇/

which is negative semidefinite in the state.q̃; q̇; �̃/.

According to LaSalle’s theorem, the closed-loop sys-
tem tends to the largest invariant set of points.q̃; q̇; �̃/
for which V̇ = 0. From 0= V̇ ≤ −q̇T f1.q̇/ ≤ 0 it fol-
lows that necessarilẏq= 0. Then from the closed-loop

dynamics (11) we know̃̇� = 0 and using Corollary 6
also f2. ỹ/ = 0. Therefore LaSalle’s theorem gives us
for any initial condition in a small neighborhood of the
origin

lim
t→∞
˙̃
�.t/ = lim

t→∞ q̇.t/ = lim
t→∞ ỹ.t/ = 0

2

Remark 13.The switching nature of the controller
(9) leads to chattering, which is undesirable. Using
a suitably smoothed control law might be a way to
overcome the chattering.

As in the previous section we can derive the following

Corollary 14. If −i;max> ki , whereki has been defined
in Property 2, then there existf1; f2 ∈ B 2 such that
the controller (9) meets (8) and in closed-loop with
the system (1) yields

lim
t→∞ ỹ.t/ = lim

t→∞ q̇.t/ = lim
t→∞
˙̃
�.t/ = 0

provided the initial conditions are sufficiently small.
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Remark 15.For the system (1) it is well known
(Ortega and Spong, 1989) that there exist a repara-
metrization of all unknown system parameters into a
parameter vector2 ∈ IRp that enters linearly in the
system dynamics (1). Therefore the following holds:

M.q;2/q̈+C.q; q̇;2/q̇+ g.q;2/=
M0.q/q̈+C0.q; q̇/q̇+ g0.q/+Y.q; q̇; q̇; q̈/2

We can cope with those unknown system parameters
in the ‘standard’ way by addingY.q; q̇; q̇; q̈/2̂ to the
control law (and replacingg.q/ with g0.q/), where2̂
is updated according to

˙̂
2 = −0YT.q; q̇; q̇; q̈/q̇

where0 = 0T > 0 is a positive definite matrix. To
prove asymptotic stability as in Proposition 12, we
only add 1

22̃
T0−12̃ to the Lyapunov function (12),

where we defined̃2 = 2̂−2.

5. FILTERED VISUAL SERVOING

In this section we consider the case in which, in
contrast with section 3, no measurements of the joint
velocitiesq̇ are available. Assuming that the camera
orientation� is known and only measurements of the
joint positionsq are available we introduce a class of
controllers and filters that ensure local regulation. This
is formally stated in the next

Proposition 16.Consider the system (1) in closed-
loop with the control law

− = g.q/− J .q/TeJ� f1.z/− J .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/ (13)

where f1; f2 ∈ F 2, andz is generated from the filter

z = ỹ−w
ẇ = ỹ−w (14)

Under Assumptions 4–5 we have

lim
t→∞w.t/ = lim

t→∞z.t/ = lim
t→∞ q̇.t/ = lim

t→∞ ỹ.t/ = 0

provided the initial conditionsw.0/, q̇.0/, and ỹ.0/
are sufficiently small.

PROOF. Using the control law (13) together with the
filter (14) results in the closed-loop dynamics

M.q/q̈+C.q; q̇/q̇+J .q/TeJ�[ f1.z/+ f2. ỹ/] = 0
ż= ae−J�J .q/q̇− z

(15)

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

V.q̃; q̇; z/ = 1
2

q̇T M.q/q̇+ 1
a

F2. ỹ/+ 1
a

F1.z/ (16)

which is a (locally) positive definite function.
Along the closed-loop dynamics (15) its time-deriva-
tive becomes:

V̇.q̃; q̇; z/=−q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f1.z/−q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/+
+q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f2. ỹ/+ 1

a
żT f1.z/

=−q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f1.z/+q̇TJ .q/TeJ� f1.z/−
−1

a
zT f1.z/

=−1
a

zT f1.z/ ≤ 0

which is negative semidefinite in the state.q̃; q̇; z/.
Using LaSalle’s theorem and Corollary 6, for any ini-
tial condition in a small neighborhood of the equili-
brium we can conclude

lim
t→∞w.t/ = lim

t→∞ z.t/ = lim
t→∞ q̇.t/ = lim

t→∞ ỹ.t/ = 0:

2

Remark 17.The filter (14) can, similar to the one
presented in (Lefeber and Nijmeijer, 1997), be seen
as a simple representative of a whole class of possible
filters. For instance iff1 ∈ F 2 satisfies the property
that also3 f ∈ F 2, where3 is an arbitrary positive
definite matrix, then it can easily be seen that instead
of (14) also the filter

z = 31 ỹ−32w

ẇ = 33.32 ỹ−32w/
(17)

can be used (replace in (16)F1. ỹ/ with the F. ỹ/
associated with3−1

1 f1. ỹ/ to obtain

V̇ = −1
a

zT33323
−1
1 f1.z/ = zT f̃1.z/

with f̃1.z/ ∈ F 2). The filter (17) is similar to the ones
presented in (Ailon and Ortega, 1993; Berghuis and
Nijmeijer, 1993). Also the more general class of linear
filters presented in (Arimotoet al., 1994; Kelly and
Santiba˜nez, 1996) can similarly be seen as a special
case of (14). Also a wide variety of nonlinear filters
can be rewritten as (14).
In general one can say that the filter (14) is a repre-
sentative of a whole class of controllers that takes its
simple form due to a well chosen change of coordi-
nates.
To obtain other possible filters, just apply a suitable
change of coordinates inzandw (suitable in the sense
that V̇ remains negative definite). As far as the proof
is concerned, one possibly has to replaceF1. ỹ/ in (16)
with a differentF, as we have seen in deriving (17),
sometimes resulting in a different expression forf1.z/
in (13).

As in the previous sections we can derive the follow-
ing

Corollary 18. If −i;max> ki , whereki has been defined
in Property 2, then there existf1; f2 ∈B 2 such that the
controller (13) meets (8) and in closed-loop with the
system (1) yields

lim
t→∞w.t/ = lim

t→∞z.t/ = lim
t→∞ q̇.t/ = lim

t→∞ ỹ.t/ = 0
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provided the initial conditions are sufficiently small.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we addressed the visual servoing of pla-
nar robot manipulators under a fixed camera config-
uration. In case the camera orientation is known, we
introduced a class of visual servo controllers for both
the state feedback and output feedback case (position
measurements). In case of unknown camera orienta-
tion a class of adaptive controllers has been presented.
The results include controllers that satisfy input con-
straints.
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